MANUFACTURER TO THE INDUSTRY

STRIP SOLAR POOL HEATING SYSTEMS

AUSTRALIAN MADE

WARRANTY ON COLLECTOR*

TAILOR MADE SYSTEMS

CERTIFIED TO SRCC 100-2010-08*

* Subject to conditions, contact Boss Solar for more information

SRCC - **Applies to NanoTek** and **Triple Black** strip collector products only
MULTILAYERED COLLECTOR PROFILES

MultiLayer solar collector is the latest patented technology, available only from Boss Solar. With the ability to utilise up to four different materials in a single profile, Boss Solar is able to tailor-make the most technically advanced and best performing solar pool heating system on the market today. Our unique MultiLayer Co-Extruded solar technology sets Boss apart from those manufacturers who are limited to offering collectors made from a single material only – any single material collector is a compromise on performance and longevity.

Nano-Graphitic Strip Solar Heating
- Suitable for commercial & domestic applications
- SRCC certified
- 40%* more efficient
- Matt black UV outer surface absorbs 20%* more heat
- Nano-graphitic inner transfers heat to the water 30% faster
- Large 8mm Diameter Tubes, 18%* more water being heated
- Australian Made

MultiLayered Strip Solar Heating
- Suitable for commercial & domestic applications
- Technology and quality you can see
- Matt black UV outer layer, absorbs more of the Sun’s heat while providing a tough skin to protect from damage
- Enhance thermal conductivity
- The blue inner layer is compounded for optimal pool water chemical resistance and performance
- Australian Made

Traditional Black Strip Solar Heating
- Traditional single material collector
- SRCC certified
- High quality PVCN materials used
- Australian Made

* Subject to conditions, contact Boss Solar for more information
ANCILLARY PRODUCTS

Boss Solar is the manufacturing name behind some of the largest solar pool heating installation companies throughout Australia. Our solar pool heating products have set the benchmark for excellence and performance within the industry for over 30 years. Our ancillary products are designed and engineered to complement our patented MultiLayered composite solar collector range. The Boss range of products and fittings utilise only the best possible materials and manufacturing techniques.

✔️ Proudly Designed and Engineered in Australia
✔️ Available through Solar Pool Heating Professionals only
✔️ All products are designed and formulated to withstand the harsh Australian conditions

YOUR COMPLETE SOLAR POOL HEATING NEEDS
ABOUT BOSS SOLAR

Boss Solar is Australia’s largest and most trusted solar pool heating manufacturer. For over 30 years, Boss Solar have delivered precision products to both local and international markets and have developed a reputation for providing innovative, effective and reliable pool heating products.

Boss Solar is owned by parent company Boss Polymer Technologies, a second generation family business, dating back to the fifties. Boss is a private company that owes its continued strong growth to the investment it has made in people and innovative technologies to make high quality industrial supplies for a broad range of industries including automotive, building, civil engineering, transport, mining and white-goods. This has enabled Boss to maintain a sustainable advantage in today’s competitive global markets and become a preferred supplier to many leading companies in a range of industries.

CONTACT US AT:

Email: sales@bosssolar.com.au
Phone: +61 3 9561 2777
Website: www.bosssolar.com

Head Office and Manufacturing:
28 Miles Street, Mulgrave, Victoria, 3170 Australia

Plant 2:
4 Harnett Close, Mulgrave, Victoria, 3170, Australia

Sales and Distribution Warehouse:
Unit 3/13 Harp St, Campsie, NSW, 2194, Australia